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Welcome to Digital Jigsaw Puzzle!

Digital Jigsaw Puzzle replicates the experience of putting together a real world jigsaw puzzle. This game is not grid based. The
puzzles are free floating and pieces can connect at any location on the screen.

The jigsaw puzzles will come in 16, 64, 256, and 576 piece sizes. There are 158 unique jigsaw puzzles to select from making
this the largest jigsaw puzzle game available on Steam.

Different puzzle modes:

Table mode - All pieces are distributed evenly on the table from the start

Swimming Pool Mode - All pieces are divided into two "pools" of water on both sides of the screen. The pieces will float
around allowing for the remainder of the screen to be cleared to complete the puzzle.

 Scroll Mode - This mode allows you to cycle through different sets of pieces using the right mouse button to keep the table
from being cluttered.

Game save features:

Your last played puzzle will save automatically. You may close the game and return at any time.

No paid DLC. No exceptions.

As a promise from the developer - this game will never contain paid DLC or ads. If new puzzles are added then you will receive
them. If new modes, features, or content is added then you will receive it for free. You are buying the complete package with

this game.
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Title: Digital Jigsaw Puzzle
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Timothy Findling
Publisher:
Timothy Findling
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit

Sound Card: Standard Sound Card

Additional Notes: Mouse Required

English,German
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digital portrait jigsaw puzzle. make your own digital jigsaw puzzle. 3d digital jigsaw puzzle. digital jigsaw puzzle games. jigsaw
puzzle from digital photo. digital jigsaw puzzle creator. make a digital jigsaw puzzle. digital jigsaw puzzles free. digital jigsaw
puzzle. digital jigsaw puzzle maker. digital jigsaw puzzle software

Personally I think this game is fun.. The graphics look nice and gameplay is good.. However, this game keep crashing and
there's no way I can continue, so kind of disappointed.. A young guy was flipping through a book of recreational math puzzles
while a shonen anime aimed at guys just a bit younger than him played in the background. He started to wonder how to make a
successful game that he could proudly show to the world. It filled him with immense hope and ambition, but the struggle to
translate nerdy challenges to far-reaching entertainment tried him mightily. Hours had already turned into days, then weeks, then
months; he now knew the end was coming and he would have to pay his rent somehow. In a fit of frustration and exhaustion, he
attempted a cram session of programming and passed out on the keyboard.

In a dream, the guy encountered a mysterious and very powerful force that coalesced into a beautiful and imposing figure, a
woman of mystery known only as LSD. LSD invited the guy to explore the realms beyond light and time--a land of wild and
supernaturally useful code snippets, with which even the lousiest hack could easily generate interest beyond their imagination.
But to reach the realms, he would have to exceed the greatest foes of his own mind at the very riddles he wanted to use as
gameplay material for his star project. After many tries, with LSD's constant guidance, he surpassed the dangers of Desperation;
he conquered Past Failures more easily. Nearing the realms, Inability almost forced his hand in defeat; but he found a sly detour
by simply ignoring it until it ceased to exist. At the realm's precipice awaited the final foe: a half-naked toddler with a gazeless
stare, drool all over his face and body, and torn chocolate-and-crayon-stained papers crumpled messily in his sticky fingers.
Though he struggled mightily, he could not beat the toddler, who always seemed to know his riddling moves better than he did
himself. For what seemed like an eternity, the two waged a mental war until finally one finally exhausted and gave up.

When he woke up, the guy's mother picked him up by the trainer-pants and put him back in the playpen. She did not recognize
the crumpled papers in his hands, though some of the handwriting clearly belonged to his father. She thought nothing of the
tatters of math puzzles and story problems upon them. But when the father returned to his computer that evening, he panicked
to himself that his hidden drug stash in the dusty old notebook by the monitor was suddenly gone! And even more strangely, his
Steam program now contained links to something he had never seen: the Steamworks API. Therein, he found that his account
had somehow published a game and posted it on Greenlight without his ever knowing. He tried the game himself, but quickly
gave up in frustration. Somewhat amazed but mostly confused by the whole series of events, he decided to let the Greenlight
process go on its own; when the game was actually published, he didn't even know how to take credit. In truth, no one would.

That game, by the way, was called Jesus Christ RPG, and it's still better than this piece of crap. In fact, you probably had more
fun reading this than you would with this game. In fact, I spent longer writing this review than beating this game.. A Short, but
amazing walking simulator.
The Soundtrack are amazing and the graphics are beautiful.. I don't get it....I wall myself in.....no openins.....and I lose the match
even when fully walled in....like...I rarely put up a review but the addiction that others are saying...I don't see how it can be legit.
Pretty good game with 4 different epizodes and different set of weapons in each of them. Very good music, especially in the
first episode.

Do not worry about save game stones, there are plenty of them + game is saved every time you enter the next section of the
map.

I recommend the hardest game mode.

Make sure that you've installed the fan-made patch. It fixes many bugs (especially those with companions) + introduces new
resolution options. Do not play this game without this patch.

Enjoy!. It's a cool little game with excellent soundtrack by Zircon.. FIX THE *** SOUNDPROBLEMS, FOR *** SAKE!
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Beautiful game!! I love it!! SO GREAT OST!!!
15/10

only minus - SHORT :(((. Really love this game, I have never had this much fun in a game before. Need more playerbase for
other server.. Seems unfinished.. fun game for a short time it's good for a change.. This game sucks when you're not winning.
This is the worst ARPG I've ever played.
Broken, abandoned junk. There is no part 2 for a reason.

The game play is slow, unresponsive and ganky, the 3D graphics look like they were pulled from a Game Cube.
If you must buy an ARPG get ether Torchlight 1\/2, Van Hellsing, Titan quest, Grim Dawn or any other less known ARPGs.

Or go for gold just get 'Path of Exile' and never look back.
 Look on Youtube for videos of Hazen, it's plain broken and bad.. Game title says it all.. Best arcade racing game I've played
since Trackmania. Great achievement! If you like Trackmania and maybe especially shorter trickier maps, this game has that
and much more.
Really interesting and smooth mechanics. Amazing game design and music. And this is only the beginning, I think this is a
continuous development, map editor coming next! Get a controller if you don't have it though!. This is a terrific simulation of
robotics and circuit board logic programming disguised as a game; but a GREAT GAME! If you want to challenge your brain
for a mere fraction of the cost of acquiring a robotics kit and electronics you are in for a real treat. I just got this title a few days
ago, but I'm already finding myself staying awake just to try out my latest idea to improve my design or to solve the puzzles with
multiple designs. I have yet to try out the sandbox mode, but am really looking forward to it. Great job Incandescent Games for
bringing this title to the masses! Thank you!

Week Long Discount of 75% Off (Starting June 3rd):

 Digital Jigsaw Puzzle is 75% off starting June 3rd for a full week. Update 1.8 - Puzzle Template Updated:

Puzzle Templates for 16, 64, 256, and 576 Pieces Updated. Update 1.4 - Image Preview and Winter Puzzles Added:

 Update 1.4. Update 1.9 - Custom Background Colors:

Custom Background Color. Patch Notes: Version 1.1:
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- Puzzles will now save after every time a piece is connected. The save will reload after closing the game as long as the same
puzzle is selected. The save is cleared if another puzzle is selected or an option menu selection is changed.

- The option menu will now save between sessions. You will always start the game in the same mode, number of pieces, and
same background color.

- Fixed issue with initial placement of puzzle pieces. The layout should be more elegant now.

- Added hot key for full screen mode (F11 Key).

Known Bug:
The fullscreen mode may need to be activated twice in a row.

. Digital Jigsaw Puzzle now offers a total of 150 puzzles...or is it now an infinite amount?:

 New Puzzles (#145-#149):. Happy Valentine's Day!:

Happy Valentine's Day!. Feature Preview: View final image during the puzzle:

  Feature Preview: View final image during the puzzle  
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